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Abstract 
Carlet, C., A general case of formal duality between binary nonlinear codes, Discrete Mathematics 
111 (1993) 77-85. 
We give a general context in which a binary code C admits at least one code whose weight 
enumerator is dual to that of C. We study two examples of applications of this general result, The 
first one is the formal duality between the Kerdock and the generalized Preparata codes of same 
length and the second one gives a new example of dual weight enumerators. 
1. Introduction 
Mac Williams proved (cf. [lo]) that, for any binary code C of length n (i.e. any 
subset of F”, where F = (0, l}), the weight polynomial of C, defined by 
W,(X, Y) = c x”- w(0) yw@) 
IZEC 
(w(a) denotes the Hamming weight of a), satisfies the following equality (where (,) 
denotes the usual dot product): 
W,(X + Y, x- Y)= 1 1 (- lpb)Xn-w@) P(b) 
beF” aeC 
and that, if C is linear, 
W,(X+ Y, x- Y)=I Cl WcI(X, Y), 
where 
CL={bEF”IvuEC, (a,b)=O}, 
since V’bf$C’, CaoC (-l)‘“,” =O. 
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There are examples of nonlinear codes C and Co such that the relation 
Wc(X + Y, X- Y)=l Cl Wc,(X, Y) is still valid. We then say that the weight enu- 
merators of C and Co are dual. 
If the same relation holds for their distance enumerators, then the codes C and Co 
are called formally dual (cf. [ 131). 
The most famous case of formal duality is between the Kerdock and the Preparata 
codes of same length. It was studied by Semakov and Zinov’ev in 1969 (cf. [lo, 
Chapter 151). Their proof does not explain completely the phenomenon and Camion 
[2] asked for a new analytic proof of their result. 
The following theorem gives a general set of conditions such that any code C which 
satisfies them admits codes whose weight enumerators are dual to that of C. If the 
codes are distance-invariant, or have same weight enumerators as some distance- 
invariant codes, then we can deduce cases of formal duality. 
Corollary 2.2 is a new analytic proof of the result of Semakov and Zinov’ev: we 
prove that there exists a class of codes 
. which have same weight enumerators as the Kerdock codes, 
. which satisfy all the conditions of the theorem, 
. whose weight enumerators are dual to those of the generalized Preparata codes 
of same lengths. 
The same type of proof does not seem to work with the Kerdock codes themselves. 
However, there exists a ‘direct’ proof of the fact that (l/l Cl) Wc(X + Y, X- Y) belongs 
to N [X, Y] when C is a Kerdock code (cf. [3]), but it does not enable us to obtain the 
Preparata codes as formally dual of the Kerdock codes. 
We give in Corollary 2.4 a second example where the conditions of our Theorem 2.1 
are satisfied. This example may be interesting when we try to characterize the weights 
of the elements of the Reed-Muller code of order 3 (cf. [S]). 
2. Analysis 
For convenience, we state our theorem in the case n=2*. It allows us to consider 
a code of length n as a set of boolean functions on F” (by identifying a boolean 
function with its support), and to use the linear space structure on F”. A boolean 
function on F” will be said to be balanced if the cardinality of its support (i.e. its 
Hamming weight) is equal to 2”- ‘. 
Theorem 2.1. Let m, m’, and m” be three positive integers, G, G’, and G” the linear spaces 
F”, F”‘, and F”“, R a linear code of length 2”, and A={ fU, UEG’} a set of boolean 
functions on G. Let CI+Z, be a mapping from G” to the set of permutations on G such that, 
for any KEG”, R is invariant under the action of T,, and,for any c(, u’EG”, z,+,* =zbl 0 T,!. 
We suppose that, for any gER’, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For any UEG’, the function a-+( fU 0 z,, g) is either constant or balanced on G”. 
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(2) The mapping u-+( fU, g) either is equal to 0 on the set 
or is balanced on this set. 
(3) E, is a linear space and codim E,d codim {a~G”lg =g 0 z,}. 
Then the code C= A+ R admits codes whose weight enumerators are dual to that 
of c. 
Proof. For any c(, rz is a permutation on G. So the code C 0 z, = { fo z, IKE C} has the 
same weight distribution as C, and, since R is invariant under the action of r@, we have 
Therefore. 
w&x> y)=j& 1 wA,,=+R(x> y). 
ZEG" 
Since R is linear, we have (cf. [lo, Chapter 151) 
WA T,+R@+ y, x- y)=IRl c (_ l)<kLs)p”-wk7) yww~ 
ycR’, UEG’ 
so, 
Wc(X+ y, x- y)=; c (_ l)<L=w>p”-w(d yCs), 
gtRL . reG" EC 
The function z+( fu 0 r,, g) being constant or balanced, we have 
c (_ 1)(lk& IG”l(- I)(LT~) if UEE,, 
WC” 
0 otherwise. 
Therefore. we can write 
W,(X+Y,X-Y)=IRI 1 1 (-l)(~,~)Xz”-w(~)Yw(~), 
~ERL ueE, 
Using now property (2) we obtain 
(1) W,(X+ Y, X- Y)=(RI c ~Eg~X2m-w(g)Yw(g), 
qec 
where C’ is the set of the elements g of R’ such that the function u+(fu, g) is equal to 
0 on E,. 
We will now prove that there exists a partition of C’ such that each of its classes 
contains elements g, all having the same weight and defining the same E,, and where 
the class of an element g has cardinality equal to I G’ l/l E, I. 
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Any code obtained by choosing one element in each class of this partition will admit 
a weight enumerator dual to that of C. So, let us consider an element g of C’. We have 
QcEG”, E,,,e=E,, w(g 0 ror)= w(g) and g 0 z,EC’. 
If E, is not equal to G’, then, by property (3), the cardinal of the set (g 0 ra, c(EG”}, 
which is equal to IG”I/I{crEG”/g=goz,}I ( since c(+z, is linear) is a multiple of 
I G’l/l E,I. Therefore, there exists a partition of C’ which works. 0 
Remark. If a code C=A + R satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2.1, and if RI is 
a linear supercode of R, invariant under the action of any ra, then the code 
C1 =A + R, also satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 2.2. The Kerdock and Preparata codes of the same length are formally dual. 
Proof. For even m34, the Kerdock code K, of length 2” is (cf. [lo, Chapter 151) the 
union of the Reed-Muller code of order 1, R(1, m), with (2m-1 - 1) cosets of R(l, m), all 
consisting of bent functions belonging to R(2, m) (a functionfof R(2, m) is bent if and 
only if its associated symplectic form, (u, Z))E G2+f(0) +f(u) +f(u) +f(u + u), is non- 
degenerate). 
Let us denote by m’ the integer m- 1. We identify F”’ with the Galois field GF(2m’) 
and F” with the Cartesian product: GF(2”“) x F. tr denotes the trace function from 
GF(2”“) to F. 
Lemma 2.3. Let j be an integer prime to m’. 
Let A be the set of all the functions fu defined on G=GF(2”“) x F by 
f,(x, E) = tr [(ux)2’ + ’ + EUX], 
where u ranges over G’. Then the code C = A + R(l, m) has same weight distribution 
as K,. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. f0 is the zero function; so, f0 + R(l, m) = R(l, m). 
For u #O, fU belongs to R(2, m) and its associated symplectic form (cf. [lo, 
Chapter 15]), 
((x, a), (Y, y))+tr Cux(uy)2’ + u,Y(ux)~’ + EU~ + wxl 
= tr( [(ux)2m’-” + (ux)” j + E] u y + nux), 
is nondegenerate since its kernel is the linear space 
((x, E)EGF(~““) x F\(ux)~~‘~ + (ux)~’ + E = 0 and tr(ux) = 0) 
= {(x, E)EGF(~““) x Fl(u~)~“‘~’ + (ux)~‘= E =0 and tr(ux) =0} 
={(x, E)EGF(~““)x F~(ux)+(ux)~~‘=E=~ and tr(ux)=O}. 
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2j being prime to m’, 22j- 1 is prime to 2”‘- 1, and the mapping x-+(ux)~~‘-~ is 
one-to-one. So, the kernel is equal to {(x, E)EGF(~~‘) x F Iux =0 or 1, E =0 and 
tr(ux)=O}={(O,O)}. Therefore, if u#O, all the elements of f,+R(l, m) are bent 
functions, and C has same weight distribution as K,. 0 
Proof of Corollary 2.2 (conclusion). We will now check that all the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1 are satisfied by C. Let r,, XEG’, be the permutation (x, &)+(X+&(X, E): 
. The mapping CIEG”~, is clearly linear. 
. R = R(l, m) is invariant under the action of t, since r# is linear. 
(1) For any geRL and any UEG’, the mapping cl+(fuo rn, g) is affine since 
(fuor33 g) is equal to the trace of 
x,G~,~,o)= l (ux)2J+ l+ 2 (u(x+cx)y+1+ c (u(x+cI)) xeG'lg(x, l)= 1 xeG'lg(x, l)= 1 
= c (4 2j+i 
xeG'lg(x, o)+g(x, I)= I 
+xEG,,; 1)= 1 (W2jW +w)(u42j+(ux)) 
(g belonging to RI, the function g(x, 1) has a support of even cardinality and the other 
terms vanish). 
So, being affine, the function c(+( fu 0 T,, g) is either constant or balanced on G’. 
(2) E, is then equal to the set of all the elements u of G’ such that, for any CI in G’, 
<fuor,, s>= CL, s>, or, equivalently, 
xrG,/; 1) = 1 ((ux)2’b4 + (4u42’) 
has trace 0, or, 
((uc()*“‘-’ + (ua)2’) c ux 
x&l&, l)= 1 
has trace 0. 
If u is not equal to zero, then, when x ranges over G’, 
( (Ucqrn -’ + (Uu)2j) 
ranges over the whole linear space {AEG’ tr(A)= 0} (its trace is actually equal to 0, and 
the linear mapping 
has a kernel of dimension 1: (0, l/u}). The space {EG’IVAEG’, tr(A)=O+ 
tr(Av) = 0} has dimension 1 and, so, is equal to (0, l}. 
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We deduce that 
ux=O or 1 
xsG’lg(x, l)= 1 
c 
xEG’fg(x, l)= 1 
Two cases exist. 
Case 1: cXEG,lg(X, i)= i x = 0; then E, = G’, and we have to check that the mapping 
u+(fU, g) is either balanced or equal to 0 on G’. We have 
<A, g)=tr c (ax) 
zJ+l 
xsG’lg(x,O)+g(x, l)=l 1 
c x2J+1 
xeG’lg(x,O)+g(x, l)= I 1 
If 
c x2i+‘#o, 
x6G’lg(x,O)+g(x, I)= 1 
then the mapping 
u+ c 
xeG’lg(x,O)+g(x, I)= 1 
is a permutation on G’ since j is prime to m’ and, therefore, u+(fU, g) is balanced; 
otherwise, it is 0 and gEC’. 
CfLW 2: Cx.G'Jg(x, l)= 1 x #O; then E, has two elements: 0 and l/CXsc~lg(X, lj= 1 x and 
condition (2) of Theorem 2.1 is clearly fulfilled. Notice that g is in C’ if and only if the 
trace of 
c X 2Ji 1 
x~G’lg(x,O)+g(x,l)=l 
25+ 1 
c x 
xeG’lg(x, l)= 1 
is equal to 1. 
Since xx.G’lg(x, rJE1 x#O, we have dim{ccEG’lg=go 5,, CEG’} < 1 (the only possible 
values for CI are 0 and CxEG’ Ig(X, 1J = 1 x), and condition (3) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. 
So, all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled. Let us now prove that one of the 
codes obtained by applying Theorem 2.1 is the generalized Preparata code (cf. Cl]): 
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For any g belonging to R(1, m)’ = R(m-2, m), 
(1) if J&GZlg(x, 1J= I x =O, then y is in C’ if and only if 
c .X?+r=o, 
x~G’~g(x,O)+g(x, l)= 1 
i.e. if and only if g belongs to P,,j ; 
(2) if CxSG,lg(x, rJZ1 x#O, then g is in C’ if and only if there exists UEG’ such that 
tr(a)= 1, and 
( > 
2111 
c x2J+1=a 1 x . 
x~G’lg(r.O)+gfx, l)= 1 xeG’(g(x, 1)= 1 
Let us consider the functions g c z,, ZEG’. For any LEG’, we have 
c 
X2J+1 
XEc’ly ‘T,(Y.O)+y-r,(.x, I)= I 
= c _x2J+ 1 + c (x2’x+@2’x+a2’+1) 
xtG’lg(x.O)+g(x, I)=1 xcG’lg(x, I)= 1 
xeG’(g(x, l)= 1 .xeG’Ig(x. l)= 1 
When a ranges over G’, /3+pz’ ranges (twice) over the set {&G’/tr(I.)=O} and, so, 
g belongs to C’ if and only if there exists r in G’ such that g 0 r, belongs to P,, j. Since 
g 0 T, has the same weight as g, we deduce from (1) that the weight enumerators of C and 
P,,,j are dual, and the proof is complete, since we know that the Kerdock codes and the 
generalized Preparata codes are distance-invariant. 0 
Remark. Using the same arguments as those of Baker et al. Cl], it is easy to prove that 
(R( 2 (~g(X2m-w(g)yw(9) 
ghc’ 
is the distance polynomial of P,n,j, i.e. the polynomial 
1 -c 
lpm.jl g.gfsf,,j 
X2m-n3(g+9’) Ms+g’) 
Y 1 
Corollary 2.4. Let m and r be two integers (r <m), f an element of the Reed-Muller code 
R(r, m) of order r and length 2”, and R the linear code equal to R(r - 3, m) ifr 2 3, and {O} ij 
r,<2. 
For any N in G = F”, let T’, be the translation on G :x-+x+ u. Then the code 
C = { f +.fo za, b EG} + R admits codes whose weight enumerators are dual to that of C. 
Proof. The mapping c(+r, is clearly linear, and R is invariant under the action of 5, (cf. 
II5>63 1
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(1) For any BEG, and any gER’, the function a-t((f+fo rB) 0 z,, g) is an affine form 
on G (i.e. for any a, ~‘EG, the images of 0, c(, a’, and cc+cc’ by this function have a sum 
equal to 0) since we have 
f+f~r/@(r-l,m) = f+fora+(f+fo~a)oz,~R(r-2,m) 
=+ f+fO rfl + (f+fO rp) 0 r, + ( f+fo z,j + ( j-+fo zg) aa) 0 T,, E R. 
Therefore, the mapping M+( (f+fo rp) 0 zb, g) is either constant or balanced on G. 
(2) We have 
E,={B~V’~EG, ((f+fo.rg)Ota,g)=(f+foTB,g)), 
={/?EGIV~EG, (f+f~z~+fo~.a+fo~or+~,g)=O}. 
E, is a linear space and the mapping b-( (f+fo rg), g) is linear on E,, since 
VlB, B)E&, ((f+fozp)+(f+foZg’)+(f+foZp+B’), s> 
=(f+~~s+fozS’+fOZp+p’),g)=O. 
Therefore, it is balanced or identically null. 
(3) VjkG,(g=g~q+(V’a~G, (fo~a,g+gO~~>=o=((f+f~~a)~~~,g>)j(PEEs) 
and, so, dim{/?EGlg=gora}ddimE,. 
We have checked all the conditions of Theorem 2.1, and its conclusion holds. 0 
Examples. Let 1i, 12,. . . be linear forms on G. 
If we takef= 1,12, then C is the set of all the functions of the type pllz +fi211 +fi1b2, 
where pl, /I2 range over (0, l}. 
If we take f=11/2/3, then C is the set of all the functions of the type b11z/3+ 
lj211/3+P311/2+/jllj2/3+P1P3/2+828311 +s, where B1, Bz, BJ and c range over (0, 11. 
These two codes are clearly nonlinear. 
Remark. (1) Iff belongs to R(r- 1, m), then the code C is linear. 
(2) The code C seems to be of a quite different kind from Kerdock and Preparata 
codes and we obtain here an example of a new type of dual weight enumerators. 
(3) C is distance-invariant since 
and since [ (f+f~ tp +ps) + R] 0 zg has same weight distribution as [( f+fi tp +a,) + RI. 
Question. Are there examples of functions f such that the corresponding code C is 
nonlinear and that one of the codes obtained by Corollary 2.4 is distance-invariant and, 
therefore, formally dual to the code C? 
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